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opportunities on the battle-field. having thus discussed the most difficult and characteristic role of
guns and cavalry, we will turn to study some examples of how they may turn opportunity to
account on the battle-field itself. Of modern instances of such co-operation there are not many; the
cavalry and artillery work in 1866 was not quite satisfactory, and in 1870 the French squadrons were
admittedly mismanaged. There was a great cavalry combat certainly on the 16th of August, 1870,
at Ville-sur-Yron to the north-west of Mars-la-Tour, but before it took place the German Horse
Artillery had been absorbed in the general fight, and no guns supported Barby s charges. Nor do we
find them in the other brilliant charges which occurred on that day, that of the Brigade Redern, or
of Bredow s Brigade, the hero of Tobitschau, that one I...
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Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch
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